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CUTTING AND PASTING INVOLUTIONS 

KENNETH J. PREVOT 

ABSTRACT. In a recent paper by the author it was shown that the 
only invariants for Z^-equivariant cutting and pasting (where p is 
an odd prime and Zp is the cyclic group of order p) are oriented 
Z^-stratified cobordism and certain Euler characteristic criteria. 
This paper shows that for certain classes of Z2-manif olds, i.e., mani
folds with involution, there are Z2-equivariant cutting and pasting 
results analogous to the odd prime case. An example is given to 
show that the results for Z^-manifolds do not strictly carry over to 
Z2-manifolds. 

1. Introduction. Let Mn and Nn be non-null «-dimensional closed smooth 
(oriented) Z2-manifolds, i.e., (oriented) manifolds with (orientation pre
serving) involutions. This paper gives necessary and sufficient conditions 
under which two Z2-manifolds Mn and Nn are Z2-equivariant cut and paste 
equivalent for certain classes of Z2-manifolds. The results are analogous 
to the odd prime case [7], but the results do not strictly carry over for 
involutions. 

It should be noted that the cutting and pasting relation used in this 
paper is not the same as SK* as found for example in K.K.N.O. [4]. Our 
cutting and pasting relation has equivariant bordism as an invariant, 
which is not the case for SKf2. In Kosniowski's book [5], it is shown that 
SKf2 is determined precisely by the Euler characteristics of the manifolds 
in question, and the Euler characteristics of the fixed sets in each dimen
sion. 

We will aboid Kosniowski's language of slice types in equivariant bord
ism [5]. Instead, we will use a similar notion called "Z2-stratified cobord
ism" which was originally defined in [8]. The motivation for the definition 
of a stratified bordism in the above sense is that it geometrically suggests 
how one would perform equivarient surgery used in detecting Z2 cutting 
and pasting invariants. 

DEFINITION 1.1. If Mn and Nn are «-dimensional closed smooth 
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(oriented) Z2-manifolds, then Mn is {oriented) Z2-equi variant cut and paste 
equivalent to Nn in one step if there exists a compact smooth (oriented) 
«-dimensional Z2-manifold Pn and four disjoint equivariant imbeddings 
/, ?, j , and j of a closed smooth {n - l)-dimensional Z2-manifold Tn~l 

into dPn such that 
a) dPn = i{Tn~i) + i{Tn~l) + j{Tn~l) + ]{T«-1), where + denotes dis

joint union, and 
b) there are (orientation preserving) Z2-equivariant diffeomorphisms 

(Pn with identifications 

Mn -£-* | i{t) ~ î{t), for every f e J*"1 

w ) ~ /(')> for every f e r»- i 

rPw with identifications 

Nn — -̂> ] /(0 - y(0, for every / G Tn~x 

\ ì{t) - y(0» f° r e v e r y te Tn~l 

DEFINITION 1.2. If Mn and Nn are «-dimensional closed smooth (ori
ented) Z2-manifolds, then Mn is {oriented) Z2-equivariant cut and paste 
equivalent to Nn if there exist «-dimensional closed smooth (oriented) 
Z2-manifolds Kjf, V% ..., Vn

k with Mn = V\, Nn = V% and K? (oriented) 
Z2-equivariant cut and paste equivalent to K?+1 in one step, for i = 1,2, 
. . . , ( ^ - 1 ) . 

REMARK 1.1. The above definitions were stated for manifolds without 
orientation and for oriented manifolds with orientation preserving 
involutions. Our cutting and pasting theorems will involve both of the 
above cases. Note that cutting and pasting in the sense of Definition 1.2 
is an equivalence relation. If Mn is a Z2-manifold as above, denote by 
[Mn] or {Mn) the class of Mn under Z2-equivariant cut and paste equival
ence for Mn unoriented, or Mn oriented with orientation preserving Z2-
action, respectively. 

NOTATION 1.1. If Mn is an «-dimensional compact smooth (oriented) 
Z2-manifold, let 

a) Mm = union of the m-dimensional components of the fixed point 
set of Mn, 

b) {Mn — Mn) = union of all «-dimensional components of Mn which 
are not fixed by Z2. Here—denotes set complement, 

c) i denote the Euler characteristic. 

DEFINITION 1.3. Let Mn be an «-dimensional closed smooth (oriented) 
Z2-manifold. Then Mn bounds an {oriented) Z2-stratified bordism if there 
exists an (« + l)-dimensional compact smooth (oriented) Z2-manifold 
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Wn+1 with a Z2-equivariant (orientation preserving) diffeomorphism (p\ 
Mn -» dWn+1, and Wm+1 being empty if Mm is empty, for every m = - 1 , 
0, 1, . . . , « . By convention, M_i is empty. 

DEFINITION 1.4. Let Mw and Nn be «-dimensional closed smooth (ori
ented) Z2-manifolds. Then Mn is (oriented) Z2-stratified cobordant to Nn 

if 
a) Mm is empty if and only if Nm is empty for each m = 0, 1, . . . , n, 
b) (Mn — Mn) is empty if and only if (Nn — Nn) is empty, 
c) (Mn + Nn) bounds an (oriented) Z2-stratified bordism, 
d) x(Mo) = x(*o). 

REMARK 1.2. It is clear that (oriented) Z2-stratified cobordism is an 
equivalence relation on «-dimensional closed smooth (oriented) Z2-
manifolds. 

2. Results analogous to the Odd Prime Case. According to [2], we see 
that the normal representation of the fixed point sets of an involution is 
given fiberwise by the antipodal map A. This shows, incidentally, that for 
orientation preserving involutions, the fixed point manifolds occur in even 
codimensions. 

First there is a lemma necessary. 

LEMMA 2.1. Let Mn and Nn be non-null n-dimensional closed smooth free 
Z2-manifolds. Then Mn is Z2-equivariant cut and paste equivalent to Nn 

as free (requiring that the manifold Pn in Definition 1.1 be free) Z2-
manifolds if and only if 

a) x(M«) = x(N")9 and 
b) [Mn] = [Nn] G Nn(Z2), where Nn(Z2) is the n-dimensional cobordism 

group of free Z2~manifolds in the sense of [2] 

PROOF. See the proof of Lemma 2.1 in [7]. 

There is also an oriented version. 

COROLLARY 2.1. Let Mn and Nn be non-null closed smooth oriented free 
Z2-manifolds. Then Mn is oriented Z2-equivariant cut and paste equivalent 
to Nn as free Z2-manifolds if and only if 

a) x(M") == X(N")> and 

b) [Mn] = [Nn] G ÛW(Z2), where Qn(Z2) is the n-dimensional cobordism 
group of free Z2-manifolds in the sense of [2]. 

Our cutting and pasting results begin with the following theorem. 

THEOREM 2.1. Let Mn and Nn be even dimensional closed smooth oriented 
Z2-manifolds. Then Mn is oriented Z2-equivariant cut and paste equivalent 
to Nn if and only if 
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a) z(Jlf *) = x(Nn), 
b) x(Mm) = x(Nm) for m = 0, . . . , n, and 
c) Mn is oriented Z2-stratified cobordant to Nn. 

PROOF. See the proof of Theorem 1.1 in [7]. The above theorem follows 
immediately from the proof of the odd prime case in [7], since the mani
folds and their fixed point sets occur in even dimensions. 

If the even dimensional Z2-manifolds Mn and Nn are not endowed 
with orientations, there is the following result. 

THEOREM 2.2. Let Mn and Nn be even dimensional closed smooth Z2-
manifolds, and each with odd dimensional fixed point sets occuring in at most 
one odd dimension. Then Mn is Z2-equivariant cut and paste equivalent to 
Nn if and only if 

a) Z(M») = xW), 
b) %(M J = x(Nm) for m = 0, . . . , n, and 
c) Mn is Z2-stratified cobordant to Nn. 

PROOF. We know that conditions a), b), and c) are necessary for Z2-
equivariant cut and paste equivalence. See the proof of Theorem 1.1 in 
[7]. 

To show the sufficiency of conditions a), b), and c), examine the proof 
of Theorem 1.1 in [7] and see what must be changed. Let Wn+1 be a Z2-
stratified cobordism between Mn and Nn, and let Wm+1 be the embedded 
fixed point cobordism between Mm and Nm, from m = 0, . . . , n. 

In examining the surgery in obtaining Wn+1 from (Mn x [0, 1]), one 
finds that there are non-negative even integers Am and a non-negative even 
integer X such that 

M» + 2 (km + x(Wm+i) - XÌMm)){Sn, S«) 
m 

+ (Q + (x(Wn+1) - x(M"))) + (L (x(MJ - z(^m+i))))5« 

m 

Some remarks on the above equality are in order. Remark 1.2 indicates 
that square brackets [ ] denote an unoriented Z2-equivariant cutting and 
pasting class. Also, (Sn, Sm) denotes the Z2-manifold which is the bound
ary of Z2-manifold (DM+1, Z)w+1). Here (Dw+1, Dm+1) is the (n + l)-disk with 
Z2-action Dn~m x Dm+l -> Dn~m x Dm+1 given by (x, y) -> (A(x), y) 
where A is the antipodal map, and the action is equivariantly smoothed. 
Note that Sm is then the fixed point set of (Sn, Sm). 

Additionally, it is easy to check that 
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(tf + (z(^M+1) - x(Mn))) + (E (x(M») - x(wm+1)))) 
m 

is even, and that the action on the above even number of copies of Sn is 
gotten simply by interchanging the 5M's pairwise. 

Notice that if Mn and Nn have no odd dimensional fixed point dimen
sions, then (%(Ww+i) — x(Mm)) = 0 for each even m and {%(Wn+v) — 
%{Mn)) = 0, by the proof of Lemma 2.15 in [7]. 

So, [M* 4- Xm(S»9 S>») + XSn] = [N* + Xm(S», S™) + AS"]. 
A Z2-equivariant analogue of Lemma 2.16 in [7] lets us deduce that 

[Mn] = [Nn], if there are no odd dimensional fixed point dimensions. 
On the other hand if Mn and Nn have fixed point manifolds in at most 

one odd dimension m, then we may deduce 

[Mn + (Xm + tf^+i) - x(Mm))(S», S«) 

+ (X + %{Mm) - x(Wm+l))Sn] 

= [N* + Xm(S", S«) + IS»], 

by applying Z2-analogues of Lemmas 2.15 and 2.16 in [7]. 
Also, m being odd implies #(MW) = 0, so that 

[M* + (Xm + x(Wm+1))(S",S>») + (X- x(Wm+i))S«] 

= [Nn + xm(s», 5«) + ;is»]. 

Previous remarks let us deduce that xiWm+ù = 0 (mod 2). To complete 
the proof, it suffices to show that 

Urn + %(^m + l ) ) (S* , S") + (A - x (^m+l ) )S W ] = [ ^ ( S » , S") + JS»] 

by the Z2-analogue of Lemma 2.16 in [7]. 
We may as well assume Xm is even by throwing in additional copies of 

(Sn
9S

m) if needed. 
Casel) Z ( ^ m + 1 ) = 0: 

There is nothing to show. 
Case 2) Z ( » V u ) > 0: 

Then 

W + *(^+ i))(Sw , S"0 + U - jfCWi))S» 

+ (^±j^^Ays^ x s*---i) + a - z(̂ w+i))5«" 

where the actions on Sm and Sm+l are trivial, the action on Sn-m~1 is given 
by the antipodal map, and the free Z2-action of the (X - #(Wm+i))Sw is 
gotten by interchanging the Sn pairwise. 
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Also, cutting along Sm (m is odd) and applying the theorem of D. 
Sullivan on W. Neumann in [6], gives 

lm + tiwm+i) \ (s« x (S«-», S°)) 

+ (K
km+ ^ m + l ) ^ ( S ' " + i x S«-»-i) + (A - x(Wm+i))S" 

= \kg- (S"< x (5»-», S0)) + 4p- (Sm+1 x S»-""-1) 

+ x(W
2

m+l) (S»+i x S--»-i) + (A - XOVm+i))S" 

+ US; S») + *(^»+i> (5»+i x S—-1) + (A - Z(^m+i))5» 

Am(S», S»1) + AS" 

by Lemma 2.1. 

Case 3) *(Wm+1) < 0: 

Then 

(Am + xHWm+MS; 5») + (A - x(wm+i))s» 
= tt. + %{wm+1)){s\ s») + ( - z C ^ + i ) ) ^ + AS». 

So that, 

(Am + x(^m+i))(S», S») + ( - %{Wm+x))S» + AS» j 

+ Am + %( *Ym+i)) ,ç,m+i x ^„_m_!-j 

+ (-X(Wm+i))S» + AS» L with Z2-actions as in Case 2) 

^f-(Sm x (S"-m, S° ) + ^m + x(^»+i))(5»+i x S"-'»-1) 

+ (-Z(^M+i))5» + AS» 

but cutting along Sm, 

^ - (S m x (S"-"1, S0)) + ^m + ^Wm+1\sm+l x S»-'»-1) 
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+ (- tiWm+Ù\Sm+l x (5«-m-l)) + XSn 

^(S™ x (S«-*, 5°)) + - ^ ( S ^ 1 x S»-«-i) + XSn 

j;im(s», s«) + xs*\ 

This completes Case 3). 

There is also the following theorem. 

THEOREM 2.3. Let Mn and Nn be odd dimensional closed smooth Z2-
manifolds, with fixed point sets occur ing only in even dimensions. Then 
[Mn] = [N"] if and only if 

a) x(Mm) = x(NmX m= 1, ...9n9and 
b) Mn is Z2-stratified cobordant to Nn. 

PROOF. See the proof of Theorem 1.1 in [7]. 

3. Where the Z^-analogue fails. This section shows that for involutions, 
Z2-stratified cobordism and the "standard" Euler criteria are not always 
enough to equivariantly cut and paste between two Z2-manifolds. 

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let M4/+l and N4/+1 be closed smooth ( 4 / + 1)-
dimensional oriented Z2-manifolds. Assume that the fixed point manifolds 
ofM4/+1 and N4/+1 occur only in a single odd dimension (2K 4-1). Moreover, 
assume that there is an oriented Z2-st ratified cobordism W4/+2 between 
M4/+1 and N4/+1 with X(W4/+2) = 1 mod(2). If {M4/+1} = {JV4/+1}, then 
/<£ K. 

PROOF. Since %(W4/+2) — 1 mod(2), then any oriented cobordism 
W4/+2 between M4/+1 and N4/+1 is such that %{W4/+2) = 1 mod(2). This 
follows from the fact that the signature z of a closed smooth oriented 
(4/ + 2)-dimensional manifold V4/+2 is zero. Moreover, [10] shows that 
T(V4'+2) = X(V4/+2) mod(2). Thus if W4/+2 is as in the statement of the 
proposition, then x{W4/+2 \Jd{-W4/+2)) = 0 mod(2). Note that " - " 
denotes the opposite orientation. But x(w*/+2 [Jd(- W4/+2) = x(*F4/+2) 
+ %(^4 / + 2) . So that, x(Wi/+2) = x(w*/+2) mod(2) and x(W4/+2) = 1 
(mod 2). 

Hence, if {M4/+1} = {N4/+1}9 the explicit oriented Z2-stratified cobord
ism W4/+2 that may be constructed between M4/+l and N4/+1 by a sequence 
of one-step oriented Z2-equivariant cut and paste operations in analogy 
to that of the odd prime case in [7] is such that x(W4/+2) = 1 (mod 2). 
Closely examining the cobordism W4/+2 at each step shows that there is 
some codimension one Z2 equivariant "cut" T4/ such that #(T4/) = 1 
mod(2). Conner and Floyd [2] show that 2K ̂  2/. This completes the 
proof of the proposition. 
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There is an immediate corollary. 

COROLLARY 3.1. Let (54 / + 1 , S2K+l) be an oriented ( 4 /+ \)-sphere with 
Z2-action as described previously. If {Si/+1, S2K+1)} = {2(S4/+\ S2K+1)}, 
then / ^ K. 

The above corollary indicates that one cannot hope in general to 
"equalize" odd dimensional spheres with orientation preserving involu
tions. In other words, Lemma 2.17 in [7] is not always true for involutions. 

There are other "stable results" for cutting and pasting involutions, 
i.e., results that do not completely allow "absorption" of the Z2-equi-
variant spheres in the sense of [7]. A fuller understanding of involutions 
could possibly give a complete theory of Z2-cutting and pasting in the 
above sense. 
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